INTRODUCTION
Let X* be the free monoid generated by ~ fixed finite alphabet X of k > 1 elements. A non-empty subset A of XX* is a prefix code iff every word of X* has at most oneleft factor in A, i.e. iff A n AXX* = ¢). It is synchronizing iff X*g C A* for some g e A* where A* denotes the submonoid generated by A. 
Assume that A is synchronizing and g ~ X ~. S contains the left factors of its members and no word having g as a right factor. Thus S n X ~+" is a subset of (S n x~)(x~\{a}) and ~+p <_-~. (k p --1) for some fixed positive p and all n ~ N.
FinMly, let d be the greatest common divisor of the elements of N~--/nE N:a~ ~0}, i.e., let A c (Xe) *. Since A* c (X~) *, fo c A*(f ~ X*) is possible only iff 5 (Xd) *. Thus 1 is the g.c.d, of the elements of N,.
We intend to verify the following converse property. PB.OPERTY. It may be observed that when A is finite, i.e. when a,~ -0 for aH n larger than some finite value ~, Condition (2) is equivalent to z~ = 0. Indeed, from ~ --O, (n > ~), and cr~+z = ~k -a,+l we deduce a~+p = t~z~.This implies z~ = 0 in view of a~+v <= a~.(k p-1). Reciprocally, if z~ = 0, the hypothesis 0 < z~+~ = ¢~k -a~+~ shows that a~ = ¢, = 0 for all n > ~ and one has ~+~ -_< z~. (k ~ -1) identically.
We also recall the known fact that a0 = 0 and Condition (1) suffice to insure that a sequence (~ of non-negative integers is the enumerating sequence of at least one prefix code A. Replacing n by n n a p in (5) and using (4) we get
and the first part of the Remark is proved. When al --1, we can take = 0 and then, x C A. Letting a = x 2~ we have Sg c A*. Hence X*~ c A* because A is a prefix code and therefore every word of X* has one and only one factorisation in the form as (a C A*, s C S), i.e. because X* = A * S.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PREFIX CODE A
We consider a fixed sequence ~ satisfying s0 = ~1 = 0, (1), (2), (3) andwe let x and y be two distinct letters of X. Weset the following:
--the least member of N~ such that 1 is the g.c.d, of the elements of N~, less or equal to ~(2 < ~ < ~ ). ~ = the supremum of the elements of N~(~ _<-~ and ~ = ~ iff z,>0foralln ~ N). Define inductively a sequence (z~)~e~ by To = 0 and z~ = Max{O, 1 + r,_l -a,}. We have ~ > ~ for all n < ~. Indeed, this is true for n =: 0; for n < git follows from z,~ > 0 and the induction hypothesis since ¢~ -r~ is equal to ¢~ or to ¢~_1k -1 -r~-i = (~-1 -T~-I) + ~51(/~ --1) -1, depending upon r, = 0 or = 1 + 7~-i -a,~.
Remark 2. Let t + r._~ -a~ ~> 0 for all n > ~. The Proper~y is true for ~.
• Proof. We first show that the hypothesis entails k = 2 and z~ = a~ = i for all n ~ ~, hence g = ~. Indeed for n ->__ ~ we have It follows that ~ -z, -1 is identically zero because, otherwise, we would have for every m > 0 the inequality z,+~ -r,+~ -1 >= k ~p in contradiction with Condition (2) which imposes ~,~+~q < ~ (]~" -1 ) ~. Thus, for n ->_ ~, we must have successively k = 2, r~_~ = 0, ~_~ = 1 and a, = 1 which follow from 1 = ~, = zn_~lc -a, = 2 -a~. Using the construction described i~ Remark 1, we choose the words of the sets A,\An_I in such a way that for n => ~, A,~\A,_~ = {x"-ly}. Then S consists of words of lengths <q and of x*. Let ~ = x~y where r ~ 2~.Ifs ~ S has the form x ),wehaves5 --x y ~ A;ifnot, s ? r' has length <~, sa does not belong to S and, accordingly, sa = a x y where a' C A and x r'y C A. The Remark is verified. Thus we can now define q = the least integer > ~ such that 1 -t-rq-1 -~q < 0.
Remar]s 3. Let ~ satisfy so = ~1 = 0, (1), (2), (8) and q < ~. It is the enumerating sequence of a prefix code A such that: 
Proof. We again use the construction of Remark 1. We can take x q C A~\A~_~ since a~ ~ 0 and ~ > 0 for n < q because q ~ N~.
Let (for n ___ q) It only remains to verify that A is synchronizing. In view of (7) and (9) and of X* = A*S it suffices to show that the submonoid of A* generated by C = {x e} 13 B contains at least one word g such that x~g C A* for every m in the interval I = {0, 1, • • • , q -1}. To do this we first verify the following Remark in which, for any z ~ Z, [z]~, denotes the least non-negative integer congruent of z modulo q! and for 
